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1. About DeFiYield

DeFiYield is one of the leading smart contract auditing providers
focused on checking security of yield farming projects and the world's
only DeFi cross-chain asset management protocol based on machine
learning techniques.

Our first audits were conducted back in July 2020, shortly after the yield
farming industry boomed, bringing impressive return opportunities for
users. At the same time, scams happened every day and users were not
protected against them in any way. No one performed
yield-farming-focused audits at the time and a lot of projects were
launching without even doing proper internal audits. This is why
DeFiYield took the lead and has been developing and pushing security
standards in the community since then.
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1. About DeFiYield

2. Project Summary

Project name

Stabilize.finance

Blockchain

Ethereum

Code language

Solidity

Scope

Stabilize is a decentralized protocol that allows
users to deposit into active arbitrage strategies
across multiple exchanges, which swap tokens
on their behalf.

The protocol aggregates arbitrage, which is
executed between proxy tokens via executor
bots. Users just have to select a pool, deposit,
and the sophisticated trading code performs
all transactions. Besides, users are rewarded
with STBZ for providing liquidity. All operations
are run on-chain to ensure a decentralized and
redundant execution of trades.
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2. Project Summary

3. Executive Summary

Audit timeframe:

Auditing start:
Finish:

April 15th, 2021

April 21st, 2021


Fourteen smart contracts were analyzed to check the availability of
code vulnerabilities:

Operator, STBZ Token, StabilizeStakingPool, StabilizeTreasuryFurnace,

StabilizeGasTreasury, StabilizePoolRebalancer, StabilizePriceOracle,

StabilizeGovernanceCalculator, zs-USD, zs-BTC, zs-ETH, zs-FRAX,

zs-UST, zs-ZUSD2
Major EOA

holders

Infinite

minting

Migration

Upgradability

through proxy

patterns

Funds lock

period

Contract

pause

Suspicious

functions

Unverified

contracts

None

None

Not

available

None

None

Not possible

Not found

None

Total Issues Found:

2

Severity

Count

Title

Critical

0

-

High

0

-

Medium

0

-

Low

2

DoS with Failed Call
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3. Executive Summary

4. Methodology

4.1 Smart contract code analysis
4.1.1 Manual check

DeFiYield’s system for manual smart contract code auditing is based on
experience from analyzing hundreds of malicious and vulnerable smart
contracts. The system allows the DeFiYield Safe auditors to consistently
go through all smart contract elements and their combinations most
frequently used to steal user funds.

Issues covered: 

Unverified contract, Unlimited minting to a malicious destination, Infinite
token supply, Dangerous token migration, Pausing token transfers
anytime for unlimited period, Pausing token transfer for limited period
(defined in the contract), Pausing funds withdrawals (Centralized
pausing for any funds withdrawals), Pusing funds withdrawals with
emergency withdrawal available, Proxy patterns, Funds lock with
centralized control, Unfair token distribution: high % of team rewards,
Suspicious functions, Insufficient timelock for important contract
changes, Overprivileged EOA-contract-owner ( a. The owner can call a
function that allows to withdraw all staked in the contract funds to a
needed address; b. The owner can change address of token reward
distribution; c. The owner can change location of staked user funds),
Unrestricted fee setting( a. withdrawal fee can be set up to 100%;
b.user reward fee can be decreased; c. Other protocol fees with
unexpected security consequences).
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4. Methodology

4.1.2 Automated check

Safe by DeFiYield

Safe is a machine learning code scanner designed by DeFiYield for
automated smart contract security checks. It focuses on detection of
DeFi-specific smart contract vulnerabilities and malicious functions that
are the most frequent reasons of rug pulls and hacker attacks.

Technique applied: syntax tree code representation checked against
bug patterns.

Issues covered:

Unverified contracts, unlimited minting to a malicious destination,
dangerous token migration, pausing token transfers anytime for
unlimited period, pausing token transfer for limited period (defined in
the contract), pausing funds withdrawals (centralized pausing for any
funds withdrawals), pausing funds withdrawals with emergency
withdrawal available, proxy patterns, funds lock with centralized control.


Other tools used

Mythril

Technique applied: Symbolic execution

Issues covered:

Unprotected Ether withdrawal, unprotected SELFDESTRUCT instruction,
missing check on CALL return value, reentrancy, multiple sends in a
single transaction, external call to untrusted contract, delegatecall or
callcode to untrusted contract, Integer overflow/underflow, timestamp
dependence, unchecked token transfer, use of tx.origin, predictable
RNG, transaction order dependence, information exposure, using
deprecated functions, detection of tautologies, assert violation.

Slither

Technique applied: Symbolic execution

Issues covered:

Storage abiencoderv2 array, Modifying storage array by value;
8

4.1.2 Automated check

The order of parameters in a shift instruction is incorrect; Multiple
constructor schemes; Contract's name reused; Public mappings with
nested variables; Right-To-Left-Override control character is used; State
variables shadowing; Functions allowing anyone to destruct the
contract; Uninitialized state variables; Uninitialized storage variables;
Unprotected upgradeable contract; Functions that send Ether to
arbitrary destination; Tainted array length assignment; Controlled
delegatecall destination; Reentrancy vulnerabilities (theft of ethers);
Signed storage integer array compiler bug; Unchecked tokens transfer;
Weak PRNG; Detect dangerous enum conversion; Incorrect ERC20
interfaces; Incorrect ERC721 interfaces; Dangerous strict equalities;
Contracts that lock ether; Deletion on mapping containing a structure;
State variables shadowing from abstract contracts; Tautology or
contradiction; Unused write; Misuse of Boolean constant; Constant
functions using assembly code; Constant functions changing the state;
Imprecise arithmetic operations order; Reentrancy vulnerabilities (no
theft of ethers); Reused base constructor; Dangerous usage of tx.origin;
Unchecked low-level calls; Unchecked send; Uninitialized local
variables; Unused return values; Modifiers that can return the default
value; Built-in symbol shadowing; Local variables shadowing;
Uninitialized function pointer calls in constructors; Local variables used
prior their declaration; Constructor called not implemented; Multiple
calls in a loop; Missing Events Access Control; Missing Events
Arithmetic; Dangerous unary expressions; Missing Zero Address
Validation; Benign reentrancy vulnerabilities; Reentrancy vulnerabilities
leading to out-of-order Events; Dangerous usage of block.timestamp;
Assembly usage; Assert state change; Comparison to boolean constant;
Deprecated Solidity Standards; Un-indexed ERC20 event parameters;
Function initializing state variables; Low level calls; Missing inheritance;
Conformity to Solidity naming conventions; If different pragma
directives are used; Redundant statements; Incorrect Solidity version;
Unimplemented functions; Unused state variables; Costly operations in
a loop; Functions that are not used; Reentrancy vulnerabilities through
send and transfer; Variable names are too similar; Conformance to
numeric notation best practices; State variables that could be declared
constant; Public function that could be declared externally.
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4.1.2 Automated check

4.1.3 Issue classification by severity
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Critical

Issues that can directly cause a loss of underlying funds
with high probability. These issues must be removed
ASAP

High

There is a possibility of negative impacts on funds
managed by the smart contract when certain conditions
come into action

Medium

Issues that affect contract functionality without causing
financial losses, must be addressed by the developers

Low

The issues must be addressed to follow the best SC
coding practice. They don't cause any issues with SC
running. The necessity of handling these issues depends
on decision of the dev team

4.1.3 Issue classification by severity

4.2 Non-code security analysis
etrics

M

eatures

F

Whitepaper or another tech doc describing the project
Documentation

Completeness and usefulness of code commenting
Coverage of SC functions
Code requirement traceability
Team anonymity / openness
Closed / open software repository

Team and Development

History

SCs can be easily found in the project's sources
Development history: How old is the repo? How many
devs are commiting to the repo and with what
frequency?

On-Chain Activity

Use of mixers for money laundering
A

S

ocial Media Analysis

re the SCs used actively?

Team commits: posts, commenting
Community activity: likes, retweets, replies
Testing:

1) Test reports available;


uality Assurance

Q

2) Test scripts and instructions are given
udits done by
deployment
A

Token Distribution

G

overnance

d parties prior to the contract

ajor EOA holders (>15% tokens per 1 private holder).
Automated check
M

Do users participate in governance?
G
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3

overnance type

4 . 2 N o n - c o d e s e c u r i t y a n a ly s i s

4.2.1 Documentation

This audit part is focused on quality of smart protocol documentation
and code commenting.

The key aspects accessed are:
• Availability of a whitepaper or another technical document
describing functionality of the project and the system of its smart
contracts in detail;

• Completeness and usefulness of code commenting;

• Coverage of SC functions in the documentation;

• Code requirement traceability.

4.2.2 Team and development history

The project team’s positioning, behavior with the community and
development history of the project can be very informative points for
understanding if the project is open, community-oriented, fast-reacting
on external warnings and therefore safe. In order to answer these
questions DeFiYield checks:
• Team anonymity / openness

• Is the project’s software repository closed or open?

• The SCs can be found either on the project's website, or on its
GitBook, or in the README of its software repository

• Development history: How old is the repo? How many devs are
commiting to the repo and with what frequency?
4.2.3 On-chain activity

In this part we check:
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4.2.1 Documentation

• Use of mixers such as Tornado cash for money laundering purposes,
which is a common practice of scam projects. They often use mixers
to pay for deployment of smart contracts, covering traces in that way.

• Are the SCs used actively? (Number of transactions executed with
the SCs in the last 30 days.) If the project’s smart contracts have not
been used in the last 30 days, the project can be considered
abandoned.
4.2.4 Social media analysis

Activity of the project team in social media and the way it interacts with
users there can say a lot about real intentions and goals of the project. If
the team members don’t react to questions, requests and warnings of
the community, and don't make any content commitments, users should
be worried. 

When analysing social media of the project we consider:


• Team commits: frequency and quality of posts, commenting;

• Community reactions: likes, retweets, replies.

4.2.5 Quality Assurance

In this section it’s important to check if the project has a full suite of
tests, scripts to run them and test reports. 

Also, we check if there are audits done by 3d parties prior to
deployment of the contracts.
4.2.6 Token distribution

If there are EOAs holding large shares of the token (one private owner
has more than 15% of the token total supply), there is a risk they will sell
off their tokens dumping the price.

This feature is checked automatically with the DeFiYield smart contract
safety checker.
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4 . 2 . 4 S o c i a l m e d i a a n a ly s i s

4.2.7 Governance

A selected governance type reflects the role of the community in the
project’s decision making processes and the decentralization degree:
• In off-chain governance, after a decision is approved on the
community level through voting, it must be integrated into the
protocol’s code by the dev team. 

• In on-chain systems, governance voting rules are hardcoded into the
protocol, meaning any protocol changes being voted for by the
community are bridged with the code and performed automatically.
Along with the governance type, we analyze:
• Functions under the governance;

• If the community controls the project’s treasury;

• If the governance contract controls other contracts;

• Timelock implementation;

• Timelock length (For user security it must be >24h);

• If the dev team can veto over community decisions;

• History of the governance process: availability of cases when the
team ignored the will of the community.
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4.2.7 Governance

5. Disclaimer

Please note that this audit is not financial advice. Conduct your own
research before investing.

Review a few audits from multiple different audit providers as one audit
doesn’t guarantee all issues are detected and that there will be no
security issues with the project analyzed in the future.

Moreover, it’s important to consider that some of the information given
is time-sensitive: the project can update its smart contract system and
documentation. Therefore, always track changes influencing investing
terms.
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5. Disclaimer

6. Findings

6.1 Smart Contract Security Analysis
The STBZ Token Contract
Address

0xB987D48Ed8f2C468D52D6405624EADBa5e76d723

Purpose

The contract contains information about the token total supply, a
map of addresses and their balances

Owner

The Operator contract
The owner can call the following functions: 


Features

mint - mints new tokens to a selected address;

renounceOwnership - removes the contract owner;

transferOwnership - transfers ownership to a selected address.

Issues Found
The Operator Token Contract
Address
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0xEe9156C93ebB836513968F92B4A67721f3cEa08a

6. Findings

None

The contract:

Purpose

Owner

• manages minting and burning of the STBZ token;

• defines dev rewards;

• defines reward amount to be distributed between pools.
EOA
The following functions can be called with the contract:

mintNewWeek -can be called by any one and only once a week;

rebalancePoolRewards - the function can only be called once
every 6 hours, it updates all the active pools reward rates based
on the prices and splits LP rewards between pools;

deposit - deposits requested oken amount to a pool;

withdraw - withdraws requested token amount without claiming
reward tokens;

exit - includes funds withdrawal and claiming rewards;

pushReward - the function can be called by the contract owner to
transfer rewards for accounts that have not claimed them for a
long time;

getReward - allows users to claim their rewards.


Features
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Governance functions (can only be called by the owner with a
24h timelock):

startOwnerChange & finishOwnerChange - transfer ownership of
the contract;

startChangeEarlyBurnRate & finishChangeEarlyBurnRate reduce minting rate in first 52 weeks;

startChangeBurnRateLong & finishChangeBurnRateLong change the per transaction burn rate;

startChangeEmissionRateLong & finishChangeEmissionRateLong
- change the long term emission rate;

startChangeRewardPercentLP & finishChangeRewardPercentLP change the percent of rewards that is dedicated to LP providers;

startChangeTaargetPrice & finishChangeTargetPrice - change the
target price for the stablecoins, due to inflation issues;

startChangePriceOracle & finishChangePriceOracle - change the
price oracle contract used;

startAddNewPool & finishAddNewPool - add a new token to the
pool;

The Operator Token Contract

Features

startAddActivePool & finishAddActivoveActivePool - activate
reward distribution for a selected pool;

startRemoveActivePool & finishRemoveActivePool - deactivate a
pool from reward distribution.

Issues Found

None

The StabilizeStakingPool Contract
Address

0x8c17bE13e034f7fa2a6496bC83B6010be6305204

Purpose

The contract is used to enable users staking their tokens to
become eligible for rewards

Owner

EOA
Users of the contract can calk the following functions:

stake - allows to stake a selected token amount to the pool;

withdraw - withdraw tokens from the pool without claiming
rewards;

getReward - allows users to claim earned rewards;

exit - withdraws staked funds and earned rewards.


Features

Governance functions (can only be called by the owner with the
24h timelock):

startGovernanceChange & finishGovernanceChange - change
owner of the contract;

startChangeRewardDuration & finishChangeRewardDuration change duration of rewards;

startAddNewSupplier & finishAddNewSupplier - Add a new
authorized supplier to the contract (adding strategy contracts)

startRemoveSupplier & finishRemoveSupplier - remove an
authorized supplier from the contract.

Issues Found
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The Stabilize Staking Pool Contract

None

The StabilizeTreasuryFurnace Contract
Address

0x42Cbe17335ef8d52F8d1e0a261eA2e78E829C56e

Purpose

The contract accumulates withdrawal fees and receives funds
from the Gas Treasury and the Stabilize Tornado Proxy

Owner

EOA
The following functions can be called with the contract:

claim - is used by users to redeem their tokens in the treasury.

Governance functions (can only be called by the owner with the
24h timelock):


Features

startGovernanceChange & finishGovernanceChange - change
owner of the token contract;

startAddNewToken & finishAddNewToken - add a new token to
the treasury;

startRemoveToken & finishRemoveToken - remove a token from
the treasury;

startAddNewFurnace & finishAddNewFurnace - add a new
furnace to the treasury.

Issues Found

DoS with Failed Call

SCW ID: 113

Severity: Low

Description: Multiple external calls are put into one transaction. If one of them fails,
a DoS condition will be caused in the contract.

Location: circulatingSupply()


Recommendations: The best practice is to avoid combining multiple calls in a
single transaction. In the circulating supply calculation, all three external calls could
be first assigned to three different variables, which would be then referenced in the
circulating supply formula.
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The Stabilize Treasury Furnace Contract

The StabilizeGasTreasury Contract
Address

0xE05D2A6b97dce9B8e59ad074c2E4b6D51a24aAe3

Purpose

The contract is an intermediate treasury used to pay out costs
associated with maintenance of the Stabilize protocol. It receives
and stores reserve funds from strategies

Owner

EOA
The following functions can be called with the contract:

subsidizedMintNewWeek - triggers minting of tokens according
to the schedule set in the Operator contract with gas payout;

subsidizedRebalancePoolRewards - calls rebalancing of pool
rewards with gas payout.

The contract owner can call the following functions:


Features

recoverLostTokens - recovers non-WETH lost tokens;

pushBalanceToTreasury - transfers WETH to the main Treasury
Furnace;

startGovernanceChange & finishGovernanceChange - change
owner of the contract (with the 24 h timelock);

startChangeTreasuryFurnace & finishChangeTreasuryFurnace change the Treasury Furnace address (with the 24 h timelock);

startChangeGasPriceMax & finishChangeGasPriceMax - change
the gas price maximum in Gwei that this contract can payout (with
the 24 h timelock);

startChangeMinInterval & finishChangeMinInterval - change the
minimum amount of time between rebalance periods, which is
currently set to 24 h (with the 24 h timelock);

startWithdrawForGovernance & finishWithdrawForGovernance transfer funds from the contract to the owner’s EOA (with the 24
h timelock).

Issues Found
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The Stabilize Gas Treasury Contract

None

The StabilizePoolRebalancer Contract
Address

0x2F7b01d71bD2b8c3CcAA47d29CB4C504dC755b96

Purpose

The contract is used to change weights of token pools of the
Stabilize protocol.

It’s used by the Operator contract to calculate rewards.

Owner

EOA
The following functions can be called by the contract owner:


Features

addNewPoolToken - adds new pools

removePoolToken - removes pools

updatePoolTokens - updates pool tokens

governanceChange - changes the owner of the contract

Issues Found

None

The StabilizePriceOracle Contract
Address

0x81A363F3C747dbE947b43486Db4C6AA4DC70DDc4

Purpose

The contract acts like a price oracle for strategies of the Stabilize
protocol

Owner

EOA
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The Stabilize Pool Rebalancer Contract

The contract uses Aave Price Oracle.

The contract owner can call the following functions:

Features

addNewCustomZaToken - adds new za-Token pools;

removeCustomZaToken - removes za-Token pools;

setNeutralPrice - changing price for a neutral token, which is
currently set to 1e18;

addNewNeutralToken - adds new zs-Token pools;

removeNeutralToken -removes zs-Token pools.

Issues Found

DoS with Failed Call

SCW ID: 113

Severity: Low

Description: Multiple external calls are put into one transaction. If one of them fails,
a DoS condition will be caused in the contract

Location: getPrice()

Recommendations: The best practice is to avoid combining multiple calls in a
single transaction.

The StabilizeGovernanceCalculator Contract
Address

0x4B578C3E5b5281B16FE3b035E03CBBd46B299e00

Purpose

The contract calculates total STBZ held by a particular address

Owner

-

Features

Anyone can check amount of STBZ held by a requested address
with the calculateTotalSTBZ function

Issues Found
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None

The Stabilize Governance Calculator Contract

The zs-USD Pool Contract
Address

0x8e769EAA31375D13a1247dE1e64987c28Bed987E

Purpose

The contract allows users to deposit stablecoins into an active
arbitrage strategy

Owner

EOA
Users can call the following functions:

deposit - allows users to deposit stablecoins (DAI, USDT, USDC,
sUSD) into the pool and get the zs-Token in return;

redeem - withdraws deposited funds from the through
redemption of zs-Tokens to stablecoins (Users cannot choose
which stablecoin they get).

The contract owner can call the following functions, where no
timelock is required:


Features

stopDeposits - stops all deposits;

startDeposits - starts all deposits;

emergencyStopStrategy - allows to stop using a strategy in case
of its failure: the strategy deactivates, all tokens are pulled out,
change to a new strategy can be done only with the 24 h
timelock;

Timelocked functions, which can be called by the contract owner,
are:

startGovernanceChange & finishGovernanceChange - change
the owner of the contract;

startChangeStrategy & finishChangeStrategy - change the
strategy used in the pool. All the tokens and accessory tokens
from the latest strategy are put into the new one;

startChangePriceOracle & finishChangePriceOracle - change the
price oracle contract used.

Issues Found
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The zs-USD Pool Contract

None

The zs-BTC Pool Contract
Address

0x739D93f2b116E6aD754e173655c635Bd5D8d664c

Purpose

The contract allows users to deposit BTC proxy tokens into an
active arbitrage strategy.

Owner

EOA
Users can call the following functions:

deposit - allows users to deposit BTC proxy tokens (renBTC,
wBTC, sBTC) into the pool and get the zs-Token in return;

redeem - withdraws deposited funds from the through
redemption of zs-Tokens to a BTC proxy token (users cannot
choose which token they get).

The contract owner can call the following functions, where no
timelock is required:


Features

stopDeposits - stops all deposits;

startDeposits - starts all deposits;

emergencyStopStrategy - allows to stop using a strategy in case
of its failure: the strategy deactivates, all tokens are pulled out,
change to a new strategy can be done only with the 24 h
timelock.

Timelocked functions, which can be called by the contract owner,
are:

startGovernanceChange & finishGovernanceChange - change
the owner of the contract;

startChangeStrategy & finishChangeStrategy - change the
strategy used in the pool. All the tokens and accessory tokens
from the latest strategy are put into the new one.

Issues Found
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The zs-BTC Pool Contract

None

The zs-ETH Pool Contract
Address

0x93B97BBb3F65EC39ea6041bF92FA998e5434E858

Purpose

The contract allows users to deposit ETH proxy tokens into an
active arbitrage strategy.

Owner

EOA
Users can call the following functions:

deposit - allows users to deposit WETH, AETH and STETH into the
pool and get the zs-Token in return;

redeem - withdraws deposited funds from the through
redemption of zs-Tokens to an ETH proxy token (users cannot
choose which token they get).

The contract owner can call the following functions, where no
timelock is required:


Features

stopDeposits - stops all deposits;

startDeposits - starts all deposits;

emergencyStopStrategy - allows to stop using a strategy in case
of its failure: the strategy deactivates, all tokens are pulled out,
change to a new strategy can be done only with the 24 h
timelock.

Timelocked functions, which can be called by the contract owner,
are:

startGovernanceChange & finishGovernanceChange - change
the owner of the contract;

startChangeStrategy & finishChangeStrategy - change the
strategy used in the pool. All the tokens and accessory tokens
from the latest strategy are put into the new one.

Issues Found
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The zs-ETH Pool Contract

None

The zs-FRAX Pool Contract
Address

0xD469BB16116443F389EfEF407D73EF7Ab0Ad96Ce

Purpose

The contract allows users to deposit FRAX and USDC into an
active arbitrage strategy.

Owner

EOA
Users can call the following functions:

deposit - allows users to deposit FRAX and USDC into the pool
and get the zs-Token in return;

redeem - withdraws deposited funds from the through
redemption of zs-Tokens to FRAX or USDC (users cannot choose
which token they get).

The contract owner can call the following functions, where no
timelock is required:


Features

stopDeposits - stops all deposits;

startDeposits - starts all deposits;

emergencyStopStrategy - allows to stop using a strategy in case
of its failure: the strategy deactivates, all tokens are pulled out,
change to a new strategy can be done only with the 24 h
timelock.

Timelocked functions, which can be called by the contract owner,
are:

startGovernanceChange & finishGovernanceChange - change
the owner of the contract;

startChangeStrategy & finishChangeStrategy - change the
strategy used in the pool. All the tokens and accessory tokens
from the latest strategy are put into the new one.

Issues Found
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The zs-FRAX Pool Contract

None

The zs-UST Pool Contract
Address

0x27E8d93D27f55130B1870d8EF2BCE847C08A8191

Purpose

The contract allows users to deposit UST and USDT into an active
arbitrage strategy.

Owner

EOA
Users can call the following functions:

deposit - allows users to deposit UST and USDT into the pool and
get the zs-Token in return;

redeem - withdraws deposited funds from the through
redemption of zs-Tokens to UST or USDT (users cannot choose
which token they get).

The contract owner can call the following functions, where no
timelock is required:


Features

stopDeposits - stops all deposits;

startDeposits - starts all deposits;

emergencyStopStrategy - allows to stop using a strategy in case
of its failure: the strategy deactivates, all tokens are pulled out,
change to a new strategy can be done only with the 24 h
timelock.

Timelocked functions, which can be called by the contract owner,
are:

startGovernanceChange & finishGovernanceChange - change
the owner of the contract;

startChangeStrategy & finishChangeStrategy - change the
strategy used in the pool. All the tokens and accessory tokens
from the latest strategy are put into the new one.

Issues Found
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The zs-UST Pool Contract

None

The zs-XUSD2 Pool Contract
Address

0xB5eB7528aCB55480b4221E498834FBc8cCBCd834

Purpose

The contract allows users to deposit USDN, MUSD, DUSD, UDSP
and ALUSD into an active arbitrage strategy.

Owner

EOA
Users can call the following functions:

deposit - allows users to deposit USDN, MUSD, DUSD, UDSP and
ALUSD into the pool and get the zs-Token in return;

redeem - withdraws deposited funds from the through
redemption of zs-Tokens to some of the stablecoins from the
token list (USDN, MUSD, DUSD, UDSP, ALUSD) (users cannot
choose which token they get).

The contract owner can call the following functions, where no
timelock is required:


Features

stopDeposits - stops all deposits;

startDeposits - starts all deposits;

emergencyStopStrategy - allows to stop using a strategy in case
of its failure: the strategy deactivates, all tokens are pulled out,
change to a new strategy can be done only with the 24 h
timelock.

Timelocked functions, which can be called by the contract owner,
are:

startGovernanceChange & finishGovernanceChange - change
the owner of the contract;

startChangeStrategy & finishChangeStrategy - change the
strategy used in the pool. All the tokens and accessory tokens
from the latest strategy are put into the new one;

startAddNewStableToken & finishAddNewStableToken - add a
new token to the list of tokens eligible for depositing into the
pool.

Issues Found
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The zs-XUSD2 Pool Contract

None

6.2 Other features of the protocol
Total Supply:

Variable due to the token minting and burning functionality.

Team Reward:

During the first year after the project launch, the development team is
receiving 1% of tokens minted.

Minting:

Available

Tokens are minted to the Operator contract that then distributes them
between pools. In the first year, minting is executed according to the
schedule:

Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:
Week 5–52:

76 000 STBZ

57 000 STBZ

38 000 STBZ

19 000 STBZ

16 875 STBZ


After the first year, there will be a constant mint rate offset by a per
transaction burn rate. The initial inflation rate is set to 1%. The burn is
not determined at the time of this analysis.

Migration:

Not available

Proxy patterns:

No proxy patterns were used to enable upgradability of the smart
contracts analyzed.

Funds Lock Period:

None

Presale:

No presale

Pause:

Not available in any of the smart contracts analyzed.

Suspicious functions:

Not found
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6.2 Other features of the protocol

6.3 Non-code analysis
6.3.1 Documentation

The project explains its purpose and functionality in the Gitbook docs.
But full representation of the smart contract system is missing.

90% of the code is commented, but not all comments are relevant and
unambiguous.

SC functions are not covered in the documentation.

Code requirements are not introduced.
6.3.2 Team and Development History

The team is anonymous.

The software repository is open, but it was created only one week
before the project launch and all commits are done by one developer.

All the project’s smart contracts can be easily found in the software
repository.
6.3.3 On-chain activity

No mixers were used by the project team by deployment of the
contracts.

The contracts analysed are actively used.

6.3.4 Social media analysis

The team is active in social media, posts news and updates regularly.

The community is not active: there is no discussion under the project’s
posts, only some posts get a few retweets and up to 20 likes in average.
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6 . 3 N o n - c o d e a n a ly s i s

6.3.5 Quality assurance

The project doesn’t have a test suit, test reports and test scripts.

No external audits were conducted prior to the project launch.
6.3.6 Token Distribution

There are no major token holders having a significant influence on the
token price.
6.3.7 Governance

Type: Off-chain governance, voting on Snapshot;

Features under governance: ownership of the smart contracts, emission
rate, per transaction burn rate, percentage of rewards dedicated to LP
providers, stable coin target prices, price oracle used, adding new pool
tokens, activation and deactivation of rewards for a selected pool,
reward duration, adding and removing strategies to the staking
contract, adding and removing treasury tokens, adding new furnace to
the treasury, address of the treasury furnace, maximum gas price
payout, the minimum amount of time between rebalance periods,
transferring funds from the gas treasury to the contract owner’s EOA,
strategies used in the pools;

Timelock for changes of the features: 24 hours;

Actions under governance performed without a timelock: stopping and
starting all deposits in a selected pool, emergency stop of strategies;

Recommendations: In order to increase the decentralization degree, we
recommend switching to an on-chain governance system. In the current
governance, the dev team has centralized control over the governance
functions and can avoid implementation of changes the community has
supported.
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6.3.5 Quality assurance

7. Security Scoring

Metrics

Score

Metric Weight

Code Analysis

99%

50%

Documentation

50%

5%

Team and

Development History

50%

5%

On-Chain Activity

100%

15%

Social Media Analysis

80%

5%

Quality Assurance

0%

5%

Token Distribution

100%

10%

Governance

25%

5%

Total Score:
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85%

7. Security Scoring

8. Conclusion

As a result of the auditing, no significant issues were found in the code
of Stabilize.finance’s smart contracts. No suspicious functions
endangering user funds were revealed.

Total supply of the STBZ token is variable due to the minting and
burning functionality. But no infinite minting to a selected EOA is
possible. There are no privileged entities that could benefit from the
minting functionality. Only the emission rate can be increased after the
52th week of the project’s life based on the Snapshot voting.

Also, there is no risk of token dump that could be initiated by the team,
no presale took place, and there are no major token holders, having
control over the roken price.

The only weaknesses of the project are incomplete documentation,
absence of the code testing suit and the off-chain governance.
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8. Conclusion
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